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Capital Punishment in Asia and in the World
For most cultures and most of human history, the death
penalty was taken for granted and directed at a wide range
of offenders. In ancient Israel, death was prescribed for
everything from murder and magic to blasphemy, bestiality,
and cursing one’s parents. In 18th century Britain, more than
200 crimes were punishable by death, including theft, cutting down a tree, and robbing a rabbit warren. China of the

In the past half-century, however, there has been a remarkable decline of capital punishment in many parts of the
world. As of 1970, only 21 nations had abolished capital
punishment for all crimes or for “ordinary offenses” (all
crimes except insurrection and offenses committed in wartime); today the total is 103, and 36 more retain it in law
but have not executed anyone for at least ten years. By
comparison, 58 nations retain capital punishment and continue to conduct executions. At present, therefore, 70 percent of all countries have abolished capital punishment in
law or practice. Capital punishment is also dying in several
regions of the world, including Europe, which is a death
penalty-free zone except for the dictatorship of Belarus, and
Central and South America, where abolition holds sway
everywhere except in Guatemala and Guyana. In Africa,
only two to seven nations (out of 54) used execution in any
one year between 2000 and 2006.
But if the death penalty is declining it has not disappeared.
There remain three major strongholds in the world today:
Firstly the United States, where 34 states and the federal
system retain capital punishment, and where the vast
majority of executions are concentrated in a handful of
southern states – especially Texas; secondly the Muslimmajority nations of the Middle East and thirdly Asia, where
60 percent of the world’s population live and more than 90
percent of the world’s executions have taken place in recent
years – the large majority in China.
Asia is the next frontier in the two-century debate about
state execution as a criminal punishment. What will happen
in this region in the coming decades will reveal whether the
campaign against state killing that has gained momentum
since World War II is truly a global phenomenon. Asia is also
an important laboratory for learning about the major influences on death penalty policy and the impact of policy
changes on society and government. Most knowledge
about capital punishment comes from the study of a few
developed nations in the West –especially the United Sta
tes– over a relatively short period of time. But the themes
and influences that are prominent in Western history
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Asia is the next frontier in the process that has been going
on for more than 200 years with the aim of abolishing the
death penalty throughout the world. Asia is important not
only because of the huge transformations that the continent is currently undergoing (with the potential for change
in the transformation of social values), but also because
95% of its inhabitants live in countries where capital punishment still exists, these including some of the paradigmatic cases to consider in any study of the death penalty.
These countries include China (the state with the highest
number of executions), Iran or Singapore, which many consider to be the "world capital of the death penalty" because
of its high rates in relation to the population. On the other
hand, we can also find countries such as India which, with
its enormous population and high rates of violence, is an
example of a country that has renounced de facto to the
implementation of the death penalty (with an incidence
50,000 times inferior to China). We can also see a great
majority of countries in which there is currently a moratorium on executions (some of these being majority Muslim
nations, thereby contradicting certain theories currently in
vogue), and finally, some of the countries that have most
recently abolished the death penalty, such as the Philippines
and the Central Asian republics. With respect to the death
penalty, Asia continues to be, as it is in many other issues, a
diverse mosaic from which it is difficult to draw pan-continental conclusions. However, it cannot be denied that it will
be the scenario for future battles in favour of the abolition
of the death penalty – a method of punishment that is
clearly on the decline – as well as being an excellent laboratory for drawing conclusions of global relevance.

late Qing dynasty had 850 capital crimes, many reflecting
the privileged position of senior over junior and male over
female.
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may not be as salient in Asia (or other parts of the world).
This article focuses on the varieties of capital punishment in
Asia and on the reasons why the institution is declining. The
conclusion also speculates about the future of capital punishment in the world’s most dynamic region.

But the almost 50-50 split in Table 1 fails to reflect the real
balance of death penalty policy in Asia because nearly all of
the major population centres in the region remain retentionist. Indeed, about 95 percent of the residents of Asia live
in jurisdictions that continue to use capital punishment. This
pattern –more populous states are more likely to retain
the death penalty– prevails not only in Asia but also worldwide.

First, however, I must explain my standpoint. I am against
the death penalty, partly because I believe (as Gandhi did)
that “God alone can take life because He alone gives it,”
and also because I believe it is impossible to construct a
Of the 13 Asian nations in the retentionist category, onsystem of capital punishment that reaches only the rare,
ly four use execution with any frequency –as a regular
right cases without also condemning the innocent or the
criminal sanction rather than a one-in-a-thousand penalty
undeserving. The latter lesson has been learned by most
of chiefly symbolic importance. They are China, Vietnam,
serious students of capital punishment in the United States,
North Korea, and Singapore: three authoritarian states that
including the American Law
are (or were) communist, and
Institute (ALI), a prestigious
one on the right that has been
“If it’s true that the death penalty is
organization of lawyers and
called a post-Maoist model of
declining, it has not disappeared. There
judges that recently withdrew remain three major strongholds in the world the Chinese future. None of
its approval for the death senthese high-use states provides
today: the United States (where the vast
tencing standards it prescribed
majority of executions are concentrated in a decent death penalty data (the
in the Model Penal Code of
number of persons executed in
handful of southern states); the Muslim1963 –standards that provided
China is not only unavailable, it
majority nations of the Middle East; and
much of the legitimacy for subis a state secret, disclosure of
Asia, where 60 percent of the world’s
sequent Supreme Court deciwhich triggers serious criminal
sions upholding the constitu- population live and more than 90 percent of liability). But reasonable estima
the world’s executions have taken place in tes can be made. China pro
tionality of capital punishment.
The ALI remained silent for
bably executed an average of
recent years–the large majority in China.”
decades about the monster it
15,000 persons per year from
had helped create, but when it disavowed the legal
1998 to 2001. That is as many persons kicked off the
machinery of capital punishment in 2009 it essentially said:
planet each year as were executed in America from 1640 to
“We have seen enough. America’s experience with capital
the present, but only a small fraction of the volume of state
punishment leads us to conclude that it is impossible to
killing that occurred while Mao ruled the country from 1949
ensure a minimally adequate system for administering the
to 1976. Singapore also administers an aggressive death
death penalty.” The loss of legitimacy among America’s
penalty system –one in which judges must impose a senlegal establishment could threaten capital punishment in
tence of death on every defendant convicted of murder or
the United States, not least because the collapse of princidrug trafficking. It is instructive to compare the most busiple to support America’s system of capital sentencing may
ness-friendly city in the world with the city of Houston in
eat away at the Supreme Court’s toleration of execution.
Texas –the most aggressive executing jurisdiction in the
An execution system without principle cannot long survive
most aggressive executing state in the most aggressive
in a government committed to the rule of law. This is not
executing democracy in the world. From 1976, when the
only a lesson from America, it is apparent in several parts
U.S. Supreme Court reinstated capital punishment, until
of Asia as well.
2004, Harris County –the Houston metropolitan area– had
73 executions, seven more than Japan had over the same
period. Singapore, by contrast, with a population only a litVarieties of Capital Punishment in Asia
tle larger than Houston and a homicide rate one-tenth as
high, had at least 76 executions in 1994, 73 in 1995, and
There is great variation in death penalty policy within the
76 in 2000-2002. Until Singapore’s execution rate started to
Asia region. Table 1 uses the categories employed by Am
decline after 2002, the city-state was rightly considered the
nesty International to show some of the variety. The 29
world execution capital.
Asian jurisdictions divide into 13 with both legal retention
and at least one execution in the previous ten years, and 16
In recent years there have been significant execution
with either formal abolition or de facto abolition status
declines in both Singapore and China. In Singapore, the 14
(more than ten years without executions). Clearly, there has
executions that occurred from 2005 to 2008 represent less
been much abolitionist activity in the Asia region.
than one-tenth the total (166) for 1995 to 1998. And in
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China, the 15,000 executions per year in the late 1990s had
fallen to 5,000 or so by 2009 –a decline of two-thirds in
only a decade.
Table 1 does not reflect all of the variety in Asian death
penalty policies. Compare China and India, the world’s two
most populous countries, both classified as “retentionist”
by Amnesty International and other death penalty analysts.
India executed one person in the 13 years between 1998
and 2010, for an annual rate per million persons that is
1/3000th that of the United States over the same period of
time. If other nations shared India’s low rate, there would
be, worldwide, less than one execution per year. China’s
execution rate, by contrast, is at least 50,000 times that of
India. A difference of degree this vast is also a difference in

kind that is not captured by the usual death penalty categories.
Table 1 also does not display how common discretionary
non-execution interludes are in Asian nations that retain
capital punishment. Moratoria have occurred in Japan
(1989-1992), India (1998-2003 and 2005-2010), Thailand
(1988-1995 and 2004-2008), Malaysia (1969-1980, 19972000, and 2003-2005), Bangladesh (1989-1992 and 19982001), and Indonesia (1949-1973 and 1996-2000). The
latter three –Malaysia, Bangladesh, and Indonesia– are
interesting because they are Muslim-majority nations that
execute at very low rates. Nations with large Islamic populations retain capital punishment in Asia, as they do in
North Africa and the Middle East, but in Asia, which is

MAP 1. Mapping death penalty in Asia (2010)
2010
DEATH SENTENCES

EXECUTIONS

Afghanistan (>=100)
Bangladesh (>= 32)
Brunei (n.d.)
China (n.d.)
North Korea (s.d)
South Korea (4)
India (>= 105)
Indonesia (>= 7)
Japan (14)
Laos (4)
Malaysia (>= 114)
Maldives (1)
Myanmar (2)
Pakistan (365)
Singapore (>= 8)
Sri Lanka (s.d)
Taiwan (9)
Thailand (>= 7)
Vietnam (>= 34).

Bangladesh (>= 9)
North Korea ( 60)
Iran (252)
Japan(2)
Malaysia (>= 1)
Taiwan (4)
China (thousands)

STATUS BY COUNTRY (March 2011)
ABOLISHED FOR ALL CRIMES
Australia (abolished in 1985)
Bhutan (2004)
Cambodia (1989
East Timor (1999)
Hong Kong (1993)
Macau (n.d.)
Nepal (1997)
New Zealand (1989)
Philipines (2006)

ABOLISHED DE FACTO
Brunei (Last execution in 1957)
Laos (1989)
Maldives (1952)
Myanmar (1989)
Papua New Guinea (1950)
South Korea (1997)
Sri Lanka (1976)

PESISTANCE OF THE DEATH
PENALTY
Bangladesh
China
Iran
India
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Mongolia
North Korea
Pakistan
Singapore
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam

INSULAR PACIFIC:
AREA FREE OF EXECUTIONS
Nauru, Tonga
Cook Islands, Marshall Islands
Kiribati, Micronesia, Niue
Palau, Samoa, Tuvalu
Vanuatu

Source:
International
Amnesty
Source:
Annual
Report on Death
Annual
Report
“Death
Sentences
and
Penalty
2010,
Amnesty
International
Executions in 2010”
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home to about two-thirds of the world’s Muslims, those
nations are concentrated at the low execution rate end of
the retentionist category. If Islam is an obstacle to death
penalty reform in countries with large Muslim populations
(as some analysts argue) it is not obviously so in the region
of the world where Muslims are most numerous.

levels is the preference of strong governments with pervasive authority over executive and judicial actions. In these
settings, leadership comes from the front on almost all matters, and it frequently contradicts public opinion. Whatever
the governmental system, the key proximate cause of substantive change in death penalty policy is the leadership of
political elites.

The Causes of Decline in Asian Capital
Punishment

Asia shares with the rest of the world two other proximate
causes of death penalty decline. The first is the fall of autho
ritarian regimes. In Germany, Italy, Portugal, and Spain, the
death penalty disappeared after authoritarian governments
did. Similar abolitions have occurred in Asia –in Cambodia
(1989), East Timor (1999), and the Philippines (1987)– and

The decline of capital punishment in most parts of Asia is
explained by many of the same causes that account for the
decline of capital punishment in other parts of the world.
One non-cause is public opinion. As Table 2 shows, there is
strong support for capital punishment everywhere in Asia
where the issue has been studied –whatever the execution
rate. And in Asia, as elsewhere, jurisdictions that have abolished the death penalty have done so despite the fact of
strong majority support at the point of abolition. In Hong
Kong, for example, about two-thirds of the public supported capital punishment at the time of abolition, a proportion close to the levels of support that currently exist in
Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan. This pattern of abolition
despite support is consistent with the experiences of
Western nations such as Great Britain, Canada, and Ger
many. In these democratic settings, the political momentum
for reform was achieved through “leadership from the
front,” and something similar helps explain the huge execution declines that have occurred in South Korea and Taiwan.
Not long ago, these two nations ranked among the most
aggressive executing states in Asia, with Taiwan’s execution
rates not far below those of its huge sibling to the west. But
as of March 2011, South Korea has not executed anyone
since 1997, and Taiwan’s execution rate is a small fraction
of what it was in authoritarian times (the state executed no
one at all from 2005 to 2009). In both places, the critical
leadership came from the top of the power structure
–Presidents Kim Dae Jung and Roh Moo Hyun in South
Korea, and President Chen Shui-bian in Taiwan.
Leadership from the front on capital punishment is a twoway street in contemporary Asia because government elites
also provide the major impetus for maintaining high rates of
execution, or even increasing them. When China embarks
on one of its “Strike Hard” (yanda) campaigns, the prime
mover is Beijing, not a populist sentiment coming from the
provinces. Similarly, the main difference that explains the
large and longstanding gap in execution rates between
Singapore and Malaysia is not between the average “person on the street” in these two nations which used to be
united –unless that person in Singapore happens to be Lee
Kuan Yew. In Singapore and China, and in North Korea and
Vietnam as well, the key determinant of high execution

GRAPHIC 1. Death penalty and Public Opinion in
Asian countries
% of public
support

CHINA
(2008)

S, KOREA
(1999)
HONG
KONG
(1986)

58%

Frequency of
executions
HIGH

66%
LOW

68%
BAJO
LOW

PHILIPPINES
(1999)

80%
LOW

TAIWAN
(2001)

80%
LOW

JAPAN
(2005)

81%
MEDIUM

THAILAND
(2005)

84%
MEDIUM

SINGAPORE
(2006)

96%
HIGH

* All Data for China has been obtained from a Survey conducted
in Beijing, Hubei and Guangdong. For more information, visit:
www.mpicc.de/shared(data/pdf/forschung_aktuell_41.pdf.
** Hong Kong is treated separately from the China, since all the
decisions on the Death Penalty are taken independently.
Source: Data compiled by the author.
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major execution declines also followed the turns toward
major death penalty declines in South Korea and Taiwan
democracy in South Korea and Taiwan. When a repressive
and outright abolitions in England, Austria, and France.
regime is replaced, one common way for the new government to distance itself from the old is to renounce this form
Economic development also tends to stimulate death penof state killing –though this is not a universal pattern. In
alty decline, though this is by no means an iron law. In
post-war Japan, occupation authorities decided to keep
2006, Asia’s least prosperous nations were twice as likely as
capital punishment despite im
its most prosperous ones to
“The key determinant of high execution
posing many major reforms on
carry out executions, while
levels is the preference of strong
the country’s previously authorinations with middling levels of
governments with pervasive authority over per capita GDP were in the
tarian polity.
executive and judicial actions. In these
middle position on execution
settings,
leadership comes from the front on prevalence. See Table 3.
A second common pattern is
the decline of capital punishalmost all matters, and it frequently
ment after a left-liberal party
Of course, economic prosperity
contradicts public opinion. Whatever the
is neither a necessary nor a suftakes control of government.
governmental system, the key proximate
This is what explains the cessa- cause of substantive change in death penalty ficient condition for abolition.
tion of executions in South
Cambodia, Nepal, Bhutan, and
policy is the leadership of political elites.”
East Timor are some of Asia’s
Korea immediately after Kim
poorest states, and the Philippines lags well behind the
Dae Jung became president in 1998, and it also helps
monumental success stories of East Asian economic develexplain the sustained drop in executions in Taiwan after
Chen Shui-bian became president in 2000. In Japan, by
opment, yet all of these nations have abolished capital
contrast, the half-century hegemony of the conservative
punishment in recent years. Conversely, Japan and Singapore
Liberal Democratic Party helps explain the persistence of
capital punishment for, until 2009 when the Democratic
Party of Japan won control of government, Japan never had
the kind of right-to-left political transition that precipitated
RENTA ALTA
MÁS DE 20.000$
(9 países)

GRAPHIC 2. Countries conducting executions
in 2006 and their GDP per capita (PPP)
RENTA MEDIA
ENTRE 20.000 y 5.000$
(6 países)
RENTA BAJA
MENOS DE 5.000$
(14 países)

5

43%

Source: Author

34%

23%
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are two of Asia’s most prosperous places, and both continue to conduct executions. On the average, however, there
are fewer executions in the more developed nations of Asia
because economic development tends to foster technological, educational, and even moral improvements that ultimately produce pressure for political reform.
The transnational human rights movement has also helped
curb capital punishment in Asia. When death penalty policy
is discussed in Asian countries today, questions about
human rights and the appropriate limits on government
power are usually close to the centre of debate. This distinguishes Asia from Europe, where neither friends nor foes of
capital punishment made any serious effort to build a position on the death penalty into a larger framework of human
rights in law or moral argument until after Western Europe
had already become abolitionist. The framing of capital
punishment as a human rights issue gained traction in
Europe only in the 1980s. Since then, that frame has been
exported to the rest of the world –including Asia– with missionary vigour. In the states of Central Europe that were
under Soviet domination prior to 1989, the human rights
frame for capital punishment –and regional institutions and
mechanisms for enforcing it (such as the requirement that
no country be allowed to apply for membership in the
European Union unless it abandons capital punishment)–
helped bring about the fastest and most complete regional
abolition in history.
In Asia as well, human rights norms have shaped death
penalty policy, albeit less than in Central Europe because
Asia has few regional organizations to parallel those that
have existed in Europe for decades. More generally, Asia
now differs from Europe and Africa in that the most important sphere of influence on death penalty policy is still
national, not international or regional. For nations in the
world’s most dynamic region, the power to determine death
penalty policy seems likely to remain a domestic prerogative
for some time to come.

The Future of Capital Punishment in Asia
Much needs to happen before Asia becomes what the
Europeans call “an execution-free zone,” and many of the
necessary changes will require substantial gestation periods.
Nonetheless, my outlook for the future is like that of Robert
Badinter, the former Justice Minister of France, who believes
the most formidable obstacle to abolition in the world is the
Islamic countries, especially the regimes run by fundamentalists, not the nations of Asia.
There are three indications that the abolition of death as a
criminal punishment is a possible feature of Asia’s future.

The first is the substantial downward trend in both the
number of executions and in the social reputation of capital
punishment in the region. Executions have been declining in
most of Asia for a long time, and current events strongly
suggest that China is joining this downturn in a significant
way. With the possible exception of Singapore, the reputation of state executions in Asia is not good, and even in that
city-state the execution total has plummeted in recent
years. Any Asian government with aspirations to exert
human rights leadership recognizes that it must try to avoid
executions. More generally, most governments now recognize that high rates of execution are an obstacle to being
regarded as “decent” by the rest of the world. This recognition is one of the main reasons why Asia’s most aggressive
executing states –China, Vietnam, North Korea, and Sin
gapore– release so little information about the reality of
capital punishment in their jurisdictions. In 2007, when the
United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution calling for a worldwide moratorium on the death penalty with
a view toward abolishing it, one of those four nations
–Vietnam– even abstained from the vote rather than opposing the resolution.
The second sign that state execution faces long-term difficulties is the widespread ambition in Asia for economic
development and democratic politics. With few exceptions,
what citizens in Asia seem to want most is the prosperity
and freedom they see in rich democracies, and many governments in the region, including authoritarian ones,
endorse such sentiments. Even China’s long-term goals
include aspects of participatory democracy, although the
long term turns out to be very long indeed in some scenarios. The economic and political ambitions in Asia cast a
shadow over executions because of the authoritarian ethos
that pervades state killing, notwithstanding high levels of
popular support for some form of capital punishment. With
the important exception of the United States, the kind of
government most Asian citizens desire has not been well
disposed toward executions for half a century.
The final reason to expect a continued decline in Asian
capital punishment is the widespread agreement on the
ultimate demise of the death penalty as a goal of political
development. Chinese prosecutors reassure Western advocates of abolition by contrasting the long term desirability
of an execution-free criminal law with the short term needs
they say make execution a necessary but temporary evil. Of
course, the distinction between the imperatives of the
present and an unspecified future without executions may
function as a rhetoric of permanent deferral, but even if it
does, this way of framing the issue makes important concessions of principle to the abolitionist agenda. Almost
everywhere in Asia the moral high ground has been ceded
to those who want to end capital punishment, and this fact
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seems likely to have long run implications. On current evidence, the abolition of capital punishment in Asia is not a
question of “if” but of “when.” The critical issues concern
the pace and processes of change rather than the direction
or eventual end point.
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